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Management trials and demonstrations for invasive
shrub species in coastal dunes
A RINSE showcase in the Flemish dunes
Dunes are high conservation value habitats of
European importance. Many of the dune areas are
fragmented, making them vulnerable to invasion.
Surveys have shown that the surrounding gardens are
an important source of invasive plant species
occurring in these natural areas.

Distribution of Mahonia aquifolium in Flanders and study area in red

Field trial eradication techniques

Study species
The North American Oregon grape (Mahonia aquifolium) is an
evergreen shrub and popular garden plant in the area. It performs
well on sandy, calcareous soil along the coast. With its strong clonal
growth it strongly proliferates overgrows native vegetation. Its blue
berries are easily spread by birds. Little is known about management
of this invasive species. RINSE set up an experiment in four heavily
infested dune reserves (Flanders, Northern Belgium).
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Strong proliferation of M. aquifolium root suckers radically changes the dynamic nature of the dune ecosystem.

Mechanical removal of big patches
Regrowth percentages one year after eradication treatments (25-33 replica’s per treatment) on M. aquifolium.
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mahonia appears to be susceptible to 5% glyphosate leaf treatment
(77% killed)
Treatment effect was consistent over the 4 surveyed dune areas (6190% killed, glm model fit)
Digging and cutting treatments were ineffective
Some Mahonia reshoots even if the aboveground parts look dead
Mechanical removal of big Mahonia patches + manual removal of
fragments appears succesful with very limited regrowth from
superfically burried fragments
rooting system of Mahonia appeared relatively shallow (30-40 cm)
Manual aftercare on site and revisiting of the sites the next growing
season is absolutely necessary
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